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English translation:  
 
Aunt: Now we will prepare the Bulani.  
 
Shaharzad: Okay, in Bulani, besides leaks, vegetables, what else do you put in? 
 
Aunt: They put leaks in Bulani, coriander, mint, and things like that. Nothing more. 
 
Shaharzad: Leaks, coriander, mint -- do you put peppers too? 
 
Aunt: We put in green peppers. 
 
Shaharzad: Besides leaks, what other vegetables can Bulani be made of? 
 
Aunt: Bulani can be made of vetch, potatoes and pumpkins.  
 
Shaharzad: Then do you… can [you cook] Bulani only with cooking oil or...? 
 
Aunt: You can choose. You can cook with cooking oil or bake it in Tandoor (traditional 
oven) or electric oven. If there is electricity, you cook it in electric oven. That way it is 
better than this (cooking with oil). It is drier and it is not too oily to eat.  
 
 



Shaharzad: Okay, then with the leaks, you buy leaks from the market with coriander, 
mint and other stuff you want to put in, right? Pepper too…Then you wash these, do you 
wash the leak or what? 
 
Aunt: We clean it (cut away the extra parts), cut it into small pieces, and then we wash it. 
Once it is dry, then we put the sliced pepper in it, salt, and then it is ready for being put in 
the dough. Then we roll the dough with the rolling pin. If there is a machine, then we roll 
it with a machine. When there is not a machine, we use the rolling pin and our hands. 
Then we fill it and close the sides of dough.  
 
Aunt: Now it is done. 
 
Shaharzad: Hmm. 
 
Shaharzad: Now it is the rest of work for preparing Bulani. Aunt, what are you doing 
now? 
 
Aunt: I am rolling the dough. They [pointing to girls who are helping] are filling Bulani. 
They are putting the leaks in it.  
 
Shaharzad: Are all Bulani pieces cut in the same size? 
 
Aunt: Yes, both sides are square. It is the same size. 
 
Shaharzad: Then how do you cut it in the same size? You just look at it (and measure it)? 
 
Aunt: With the knife, yes. We cut it in equal sizes. Our eyes can measure.  
 
Shaharzad: When you look, you can understand. 
 
Aunt: When our eyes look at it, we measure. 
 
Shaharzad: Okay... Parvin [one of the girls] separated a piece. She took the leaks with her 
hand and she pressed it. Why does she press it? 
 
Parvin: Because it is full of water. If it has water, it won’t cook properly. 
 
Shaharzad: Okay.  

 
One of the girls: Water burns. (She means that when frying the Bulani, water will burn 
the Bulani). 

 
Shaharzad: Okay. 

 
Aunt: If there is water in it, all the oil will splash on your face.  



Shaharzad: Okay, she arranged that. Now she is taking another piece. She puts it on that. 
This is a food which I think is very good for the vegetarians in USA to eat a lot, because 
this does not become boring quickly. Now aunt is cutting another piece of dough, so 
that…so that the girls can fill the Bulani. 

 
Shaharzad: Okay, now the cooking stage of Bulani has started. These Bulanis that you 
see here are cooked. Our cook is singing. Noorjahan, will you move your hand so that I 
can see your face? We put the cooking oil on the gas. Because there is not regular 
electricity in Afghanistan. Then we take the Bulani and put it in the oil. Noorjahan dear, 
please explain.  

 
Noorjahan: When this is totally fried, not over fried, though, once it looks like this, then 
we turn it. Once this side is cooked too, then we take it out. [She continues singing.] 

 
Shaharzad: Why does it puff? 

 
Noorjahan: Either because it has water or…The other side has a hole, once this is cooked 
the puff will go out.  

 
Shaharzad: Okay, our Bulani is ready. She takes it and puts it so that the oil drips down.  
Then she puts the Bulani in its place.   
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